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 The Importance of Hope in the Contemporary World in the 
Light of the Teachings of the Encyclical Spe Salvi1 
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Abstract
 Advancements in science and technology are the prominent features, which are contributing in 
the progress of the material world.  However, there is no simultaneous progress in morality.  On 
the other hand, contemporary people are witnessing to a systematic decadence of moral values, 
which is threatening the very fabric of human society.  There is a steady rise of religious 
fundamentalism, terrorism, jingoism, indirect imperialism and despotism in the world.  People 
are experiencing insecurity and angst in their daily lives.  The three Christian theological virtues 
of love, faith and hope offer a silver lining in a world filled with distrust and anxiety.  In this paper, 
we shall focus on the virtue of Christian hope in the light of the teachings of the Encyclical Spe 
Salvi, as an important criterion to help contemporary people to progress in both morality and 
science.2 
Introduction 
 　 The contemporary people face multitude of problems in their day-to-day lives.  Even though 
there has been a huge development in fields of science, technology and medicine, people 
continue to experience insecurity and despair in their lives.  Some people define progress only 
in terms of material prosperity and well-being.  However, such a progress would not help a 
person to find meaning in his or her life.  The decadence in moral values threatens the basic 
institutions of the human society.3  This uncertainty builds angst in modern people.  People are 
seeking lasting internal peace.  Even though it may be a utopian thought to seek lasting 
internal peace on this earth, it would be worth to hope for peace in our hearts and in our land.  
　 In the Christian theological thought, hope is one of the theological virtues, which is at par 
with faith and love.  Often, theologians focus on faith and love but neglect hope.4  However, 
1 I thank Nanzan University Pache Research Subsidy I-A-2 academic year 2018 for their support.
2 Benedict XVI, Encyclical Spe Salvi. Available at 
http://w2.vatican.va/content/benedict-xvi/en/encyclicals/documents/hf_ben-xvi_enc_20071130_spe-salvi.html
3 Faan Malan & Ben Smith, Ethics & Leadership: In Business & Politics (Lansdowne: Juta & Co., 2001), 77―87.
4 Francoise Darcy-Berube, Religious Education at a Crossroads: Moving On in the Freedom of the Spirit (Mahwah: Paulist 
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hope is of paramount importance not only to Christians but  also to every person on this earth. 
Life would be miserable if a person does not have hope.  Pope Emeritus Benedict XVI in his 
Encyclical Spe Salvi (SS) upholds the importance of hope in the contemporary world.  In this 
paper, we shall examine the relevance of hope especially for the contemporary people, who face 
a world with bleak hope.  We shall particularly examine the teachings of the Encyclical Spe 
Salvi to understand what true hope is and how it can serve as remedy to societal maladies.  
1. What is true hope?
　 Hope is “the attitude and activity and commitment to action toward the future goal of 
fulfillment in God, the full realization of the reign of God.”5  Christian hope “refers not to the 
activity of hoping but rather to the ground of our hope in God’s promises or the person of 
Jesus, or to the object or content of our hope as salvation.”6  Thus, a Christian’s hope points to 
the source of hope, which is in God.  A person needs to have a genuine encounter with the God 
of hope in order to grasp the fullness and richness of the expectant hope.  People, who do not 
have faith in God, may find this definition of hope unacceptable.  Probably, hope for such people 
means to be optimistic about things to come.  However, as they do not hold faith in Creator 
God, they maintain that life is a matter of chance and there is nothing beyond this earthly life. 
No matter how optimistic they can be, ultimately everything will end when they cease to exist. 
Thus, for people with no faith in God, hope is nothing more than a psychological state of mind 
to look forward to events to flow in a positive direction.  Christian hope sharply differs from 
such a worldview because God is the source of hope.  Christians believe that God is the Creator 
of all that exists.  Thus, everything that exists in not by chance, but for a purpose.  This premise 
is the foundation of Christian hope.  There is an eternal purpose for everything that exists in 
this universe.  Christians believe that their existence is meaningful because God gives meaning 
to their life.7  Therefore, Christians do not hope only for a better tomorrow but also for eternal 
life.  St. Paul notes, “If in Christ we have hope in this life only, we are of all people most to be 
pitied” (1 Cor 15: 19).  Thus, St.  Paul notes that Christians believe in eternal life, which is 
imperishable.  However, the concept of eternal life may seem to be vague for people, who have 
no faith in God.  In the literal sense of the term, eternal life means life without an end.  Does 
eternal life refers to our physical life on this earth? If eternal life refers to physical life without 
end then it would be very frightening because people would continue to live their existential 
lives infinitely with pain and suffering.  Even though people would like to live long, they would 
certainly not like to live infinitely because age related issues bring tremendous suffering to the 
Press, 1995), 139-143.
5 Monika Hellwig, “Hope,” in The New Dictionary of Catholic Spirituality, ed. Michael Downey, (Collegeville: The 
Liturgical Press, 1993), 506―515.
6 Hellwig, “Hope,” in The New Dictionary of Catholic Spirituality, 506―515.
7 Kenneth Boa & Robert Bowman, Faith Has its Reasons: Integrative Approaches to Defending the Christian Faith, 2nd ed. 
(Downers Grove: Biblica Books InterVarsity Press, 2005), 64―69.
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physical and mental nature of humans.
　 According to Christian faith, eternal life does not refer to physical life without an end.8  It 
refers to something, which is unknown yet worth to wait for it in hope.  St Paul notes, “For in 
this hope we were saved.  Now hope that is seen is not hope.  For who hopes for what he sees? 
But if we hope for what we do not see, we wait for it with patience” (Rom 8: 24―25).  Pope 
Emeritus Benedict XVI notes the word eternity or eternal life creates confusion in people’s 
mind because eternity means infinite span of time.  However, he further notes in Christian 
sense the term eternal life does not refer to infinite span of time but to something beyond the 
realm of time.  Even though humans cannot comprehend the totality of the concept of eternity, 
they can hope for it.  Pope Emeritus Benedict XVI notes eternity means to embrace absolute or 
supreme bliss.  He notes,  
　 To imagine ourselves outside the temporality that imprisons us and in some way to sense that eternity 
is not an unending succession of days in the calendar, but something more like the supreme moment of 
satisfaction, in which totality embraces us and we embrace totality this we can only attempt.  It would be 
like plunging into the ocean of infinite love, a moment in which time before and after no longer exists.  We 
can only attempt to grasp the idea that such a moment is life in the full sense, a plunging ever anew into 
the vastness of being, in which we are simply overwhelmed with joy.9
　 Thus, St. Paul notes, “So we do not lose heart...  For this light momentary affliction is 
preparing for us an eternal weight of glory beyond all comparison, as we look not to the things 
that are seen but to the things that are unseen.  For the things that are seen are transient, but 
the things that are unseen are eternal.” (2 Cor 4: 16―18).  To hope for the things those are 
unseen needs tremendous faith in God.  In other words, there is deep relationship between 
hope and faith in God.  Only a person, who has a deep experience of God’s love, can wait in 
patience and perseverance for the unseen thing, which is eternal life.10  Pope Emeritus Benedict 
XVI notes, 
　 To come to know God, the true God, means to receive hope.  We who have always lived with the 
Christian concept of God, and have grown accustomed to it, have almost ceased to notice that we possess 
the hope that ensues from a real encounter with this God.11
　 The author of the book of Hebrews notes, “Now faith is the assurance of things hoped for, 
the conviction of things not seen” (Heb 11: 1).  The author of the book of Hebrews notes the 
indispensable relationship between faith and hope.  Thus, for a Christian to hope for eternity is 
8 Joseph Ratzinger, Eschatology: Death & Eternal Life, trans. Michael Waldstein (Washington D.C: The Catholic 
University of America Press, 1988), 140―160.
9 SS no. 12.
10 Wolfhart Pannenberg, Systematic Theology, vol. 3, trans. Geoffrey Bromiley (Grand Rapids: Wm. B. Eerdmans 
Publishing Co., 1993), 173―181.
11 SS no. 3.
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the ultimate basis for his or her faith in God.  Further, it does not mean that Christians are 
otherworldly.  They are merely waiting for the unseen or the unknown to happen somewhere 
in the future.  Christian hope is also realistic.12  It offers something very concrete to a persons 
present existential life.  Christians, who have an encounter with the living God, foretaste the joy 
of supreme bliss.  St. Paul notes, 
　 Therefore, since we are justified by faith, we have peace with God through our Lord Jesus 
Christ, through whom we have obtained access to this grace in which we stand; and we boast in our hope 
of sharing the glory of God.  And not only that, but we also boast in our sufferings, knowing that suffering 
produces endurance, and endurance produces character, and character produces hope,  and hope does not 
disappoint us, because God’s love has been poured into our hearts through the Holy Spirit that has been 
given to us.13
　 Pope Emeritus Benedict XVI notes faith gives meaning to a person’s present life.  Jesus 
promised abundant life to His disciples (Jn 10: 10).  Christians believe they need to live their 
lives fully.  In other words, Christians do not isolate themselves from worldly affairs.  They do 
not try to escape from the routine of life.  They attempt to involve themselves in everything that 
affects life.  Thus, Christian agencies serve the poor, the weak, the downtrodden, the disabled 
and the exploited members of the society.  They also challenge the unjust and oppressive 
political, economic and social structures of the society.  Thus, Christian faith and hope are not 
mere abstract concepts but driving forces, which urge Christians to live a gospel-oriented life 
and seek the well-being and welfare of all the people.  Pope Emeritus Benedict XVI too echoes 
similar thoughts about the relationship between faith and lived life.  This relationship between 
faith and lived life makes hope very concrete and real.  He notes,
　 Faith is not merely a personal reaching out towards things to come that are still totally absent: it gives 
us something.  It gives us even now something of the reality we are waiting for, and this present reality 
constitutes for us a proof of the things that are still unseen.  Faith draws the future into the present, so that 
it is no longer simply a not yet.  The fact that this future exists changes the present; the present is touched 
by the future reality, and thus the things of the future spill over into those of the present and those of the 
present into those of the future.14
　 Humans can have true hope only in God.  Thus, those who do not have faith in God cannot 
have true hope because God is the foundation of all hope.  Faith in God gives a believer the 
strength to endure patiently all the passing things of life.  Pope Emeritus Benedict XVI notes,   
　 In this sense it is true that anyone who does not know God, even though he may entertain all kinds of 
hopes, is ultimately without hope, without the great hope that sustains the whole of life.  Man’s great, true 
12 Brian Hebblethwaite, The Christian Hope, rev. ed. (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2010), 198―225.
13 Rom 5: 1―5.
14 SS no. 7.
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hope which holds firm in spite of all disappointments can only be God, who has loved us and who 
continues to love us to the end, until all is accomplished.
　 Thus, hope in Christian sense, is not a mere psychological concept or state of mind to be 
optimistic about the future but to be deeply rooted in faith in God.  It is the driving force of all 
Christian charity and belief in eternal life.
2. Contemporary Situation and Hope
　 Presently humanity is facing a multitude of challenges and problems.  Human-made 
disasters are taking its toll on the society and the entire environment.  The decadence of 
established institutions and morality are jeopardizing the society.  In such a bleak  situation 
humanity is longing for a ray of hope.  Pope Emeritus Benedict XVI questions “is the Christian 
faith also for us today a life-changing and life-sustaining hope?”15  If yes, then Christians have a 
tremendous responsibility to witness their faith and hope in the world, which is seeking a 
glimpse of hope.   
　 Since the beginning of the 18th century there has been rapid progress and development in 
science, technology and medicine.16  Science, technology and medicine contributed in making 
human life more comfortable especially in Western countries.  However, on the other hand, this 
led to decline of religious fervor among people.  Science replaced religion as the attractive 
force for masses.  Christianity, which was the dominant religion of the Western countries lost 
its charm and space it enjoyed for centuries in the society.  However, it was a blessing in 
disguise, as modern people challenged Church leaders who had become too bureaucratic and 
despotic.  The Church is primarily a spiritual entity of believers and not a money making 
organization.  Thus, the Church need not have large assets and uncontested authority over 
people as it had in the medieval times.  The Church needs to realize her primary vocation to be 
the salt and light of this world.  Church leadership is not for seeking one’s glory and self-
interest but to serve all, especially the weak, the poor, the disabled and the oppressed.
　 It was good that modern people challenged the bureaucratic functioning of the Church. 
However, people equated true Christian spirituality with the structured bureaucratic religion. 
Thus, they threw away the baby with the bath tub.  They painted everything associated with 
religion as irrelevant.  Modern people reduced religion to an individual’s private domain.  Some 
people looked down on people believing in God as primitive and superstitious.  In most of the 
Western European countries belief in God is increasingly becoming irrelevant.17  They consider 
political, social, economic and scientific issues are more important than spirituality.  Pope 
15 SS no. 10.
16 John Hedley Brooke, “Modern Christianity,” in Science & Religion Around the World, eds. John Hedley Brooke & 
Ronald Numbers (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2011), 92―118.
17 Michael Welker, God the Revealed: Christology, trans. Douglas Stott (Grand Rapids: William B. Eerdmans Publishing 
Co., 2012), 28―38.
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Emeritus Benedict XVI notes the crisis, which religions are facing in the modern world.  He 
notes,  
　 It is not that faith is simply denied; rather it is displaced onto another level that of purely private and 
other-worldly af fairs and at the same time it becomes somehow irrelevant for the world.  This 
programmatic vision has determined the trajectory of modern times and it also shapes the present-day 
crisis of faith which is essentially a crisis of Christian hope.18
　 With the development in science, technology and medicine modern people tend to accept 
human-made hope rather than have hope in God.  Human-made hope considers material 
progress as the sole criteria for determining the happiness of the society.  However, both 
history and the present situation clearly shows that human-made hope is nothing but a mirage. 
Progress alone cannot bring happiness in a person’s life.  A human cannot be satisfied by mere 
material possessions.  Humans do need material possessions for their sustenance.  However, it 
would be absurd to make possession of material success as the goal of one’s life.19  Pope 
Emeritus Benedict XVI observes the following about human-made hope.  
　 The nineteenth century held fast to its faith in progress as the new form of human hope, and it 
continued to consider reason and freedom as the guiding stars to be followed along the path of hope. 
Nevertheless, the increasingly rapid advance of technical development and the industrialization connected 
with it soon gave rise to an entirely new social situation: there emerged a class of industrial workers and 
the so-called industrial proletariat, whose dreadful living conditions Friedrich Engels described alarmingly 
in 1845.  For his readers, the conclusion is clear: this cannot continue; a change is necessary.  Yet the 
change would shake up and overturn the entire structure of bourgeois society.  After the bourgeois 
revolution of 1789, the time had come for a new, proletarian revolution: progress could not simply continue 
in small, linear steps.  A revolutionary leap was needed.  Karl Marx took up the rallying call, and applied 
his incisive language and intellect to the task of launching this major new and, as he thought, definitive 
step in history towards salvation towards what Kant had described as the Kingdom of God.20
　 Pope Emeritus Benedict XVI further notes, “Man, in fact, is not merely the product of 
economic conditions, and it is not possible to redeem him purely from the outside by creating a 
favorable economic environment.”21  Economic progress is important, however, it cannot solve 
all the problems of humankind.  In order to understand humans and their problems, scientists 
and scholars need to take a much more holistic approach, which covers all the aspects of 
human life.22  Thus, Pope Emeritus Benedict XVI emphasizes on the holistic development of the 
18 SS no. 17.
19 Gloria Vivenza, “Happiness, Wealth & Utility in Ancient Thought,” in Handbook on the Economic of Happiness, eds. 
Luigino Bruni & Pier Luigi Porta (Cheltenham: Edward Elgar Publishing, 2007), 3―21.
20 SS no. 20.
21 SS no. 21.
22 Per Becker, Sustainability Science: Managing Risk & Resilience for Sustainable Development (Amsterdam: Elsevier, 
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society.  He notes, “If technical progress is not matched by corresponding progress in man’s 
ethical formation, in man’s inner growth then it is not progress at all, but a threat for man and 
for the world.”23 
　 Humans have the freedom to choose what is best for them.  However, freedom does not 
mean to possess license to think and act as one wants.  Responsibility needs to accompany 
freedom.  Humans live in society and therefore, all their actions influence one another. 
Humans need to continually introspect and evaluate their actions to rectify their faults and work 
towards the good of all.  However, due to human weaknesses some people tend to put their self-
interest above the good of others.  There always remains within humans the struggle to choose 
between the good and the bad, between the right and the wrong direction.  St Paul notes, “I do 
not understand my own actions.  For I do not do what I want, but I do the very thing I hate” 
(Rom 7: 15).  This struggle, which St. Paul notes is real and true for all people.  However, in the 
present times some cults advertise that they can offer techniques to possess permanent peace, 
happiness and prosperity.  All such claims are false because techniques do not set a person 
free.  On the other hand, people joining these cults become prisoners of the cult leaders who 
abuse them.24  Pope Emeritus Benedict XVI notes,
　 Since man always remains free and since his freedom is always fragile, the kingdom of good will never 
be definitively established in this world.  Anyone who promises the better world that is guaranteed to last 
for ever is making a false promise; he is overlooking human freedom.25
　 Christianity does not promise anyone a life without suffering or struggles.26  Jesus Christ 
suffered and died on the Cross.  He too had struggles in His earthly life.  Jesus does not ask 
His followers to run away from the world and insulate oneself from the problems of the world. 
Jesus asks His followers to have firm faith in the God of hope, in spite of all the troubles and 
sufferings of the mundane life.  An individual and the society as a whole, needs to address 
problems, which bring sufferings in people’s lives.  Where it is possible, the society needs to 
take necessary action to alleviate pain and suffering.  However, there are some instances where 
one can do nothing to remove sufferings.  Everyone faces one or the other problem in his or 
her life.  It would be impossible to live a life free of all worldly problems and sufferings.  We live 
in an imperfect world.  As long as we continue to live our imperfect lives, we would continue to 
face difficulties and sufferings.  Faith and hope in Jesus can transform our outlook towards 
sufferings in life.  It does not mean to have a sadistic approach towards life but a matured way 
of looking at sufferings as steps to growth.27  Pope Emeritus Benedict XVI notes the need to 
2014), 197―205.
23 SS no. 22.
24 Gordon Melton, ed.,  Encyclopedic Handbook of Cults in America, rev. ed. (New York: Garden Publishing Inc., 1992), 
3―26.
25 SS no. 24.
26 Steven Mueller, ed., Called to Believe: A Brief Introduction to Doctrinal Theology (Eugene: Wipf & Stock, 2006), 194―198.
27 Edward Andrews, The Battle for the Christian Mind: Be Transformed by the Renewal of Your Mind (Cambridge: 
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find meaning in suffering through faith in Jesus.  He notes,   
　 It is when we attempt to avoid suffering by withdrawing from anything that might involve hurt, when 
we try to spare ourselves the effort and pain of pursuing truth, love, and goodness, that we drift into a life 
of emptiness, in which there may be almost no pain, but the dark sensation of meaninglessness and 
abandonment is all the greater.  It is not by sidestepping or fleeing from suffering that we are healed, but 
rather by our capacity for accepting it, maturing through it and finding meaning through union with Christ, 
who suffered with infinite love.28
　 Pope Emeritus Benedict XVI further notes loves demands sacrifice.  In order to sacrifice 
something one needs to give up his or her comforts.  It is not an easy task to accept truth, love 
and goodness because it involves pain and suffering.  However, those who take risk to suffer 
for truth, love and goodness have a firm hope in God, who is the ultimate truth, love and 
goodness.  Pope Emeritus Benedict XVI notes, 
　 Furthermore, the capacity to accept suffering for the sake of goodness, truth and justice is an essential 
criterion of humanity, because if my own well-being and safety are ultimately more important than truth 
and justice, then the power of the stronger prevails, then violence and untruth reign supreme.  Truth and 
justice must stand above my comfort and physical well-being, or else my life itself becomes a lie.  In the 
end, even the ‘yes’ to love is a source of suffering, because love always requires expropriations of my ‘I’, in 
which I allow myself to be pruned and wounded.  Love simply cannot exist without this painful 
renunciation of myself, for otherwise it becomes pure selfishness and thereby ceases to be love.29
　 The contemporary world is facing a plethora of problems.  Wars, refugee crisis and 
economic meltdown are affecting the lives of many people.30  People tend to loose hope and feel 
that they are helpless mute spectators.  Hence, it is precisely in these times of distress 
Christians need to witness their faith and hope in God.  Christians need to show the world that 
they too suffer but never despair.  They need to work for a just society by involving themselves 
in every aspect of life.  They need to challenge the powerful unjust structures, which threaten 
the weak and the poor.  Christians not only have an eschatological hope but also a realistic 
hope.31  They work for the betterment of humanity and the entire environment.  However, they 
also accept the reality that one cannot dream of an utopian world.  They live and work for joyful 
hope for a better future.  Pope Emeritus Benedict XVI notes,
　 Certainly, in our many different sufferings and trials we always need the lesser and greater hopes too a 
Christian Publishing House, 2016), 131―138.
28 SS no. 37.
29 SS no. 38.
30 Jim Ife, Community Development in an Uncertain World: Vision, Analysis & Practice (Cambridge: Cambridge University 
Press, 2013), 8―31.
31 Veli-Matti Karkkainen, Christology: A Global Introduction (Grand Rapids: Baker Academic,2003), 147―154.
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kind visit, the healing of internal and external wounds, a favourable resolution of a crisis, and so on.  In our 
lesser trials these kinds of hope may even be sufficient.  But in truly great trials, where I must make a 
definitive decision to place the truth before my own welfare, career and possessions, I need the certitude 
of that true, great hope of which we have spoken here.  For this too we need witnesses, martyrs who have 
given themselves totally, so as to show us the way, day after day.  We need them if we are to prefer 
goodness to comfort, even in the little choices we face each day, knowing that this is how we live life to the 
full.  Let us say it once again: the capacity to suffer for the sake of the truth is the measure of humanity. 
Yet this capacity to suffer depends on the type and extent of the hope that we bear within us and build 
upon.  The saints were able to make the great journey of human existence in the way that Christ had done 
before them, because they were brimming with great hope.32
　 Christian hope is not individualistic.33  It is a hope not only for me, but also others.  It does 
not exclude anyone.  The modern world promotes individualism and cut-throat competition. 
People subscribing to this philosophy of life consider their neighbor as a threat to their 
progress in life.  This breeds hatred and strife in the society.  People, especially world leaders 
who put their interests above others, tend to formulate policies, which serve their self-interest 
rather than the betterment of the society.  Under the garb of nationalism and economic 
progress, leaders do not hesitate to trample upon the dignity of the poor.  They look upon the 
environment as a resource for exploitation.  Thus, large scale destruction of environment 
displaces and destroys ecosystems, thereby affecting the lives of millions of people of both the 
present and future generations.  Thus, Christian hope challenges such a narrow definition of 
nationalism and economic progress, where the well-being of an individual or nation is put above 
the good of all others.  Christians do not accept such means of progress, which destroys the 
sense of intergenerational solidarity.  Pope Emeritus Benedict XVI notes,
　 Our hope is always essentially also hope for others; only thus is it truly hope for me too.  As Christians 
we should never limit ourselves to asking: how can I save myself? We should also ask: what can I do in 
order that others may be saved and that for them too the star of hope may rise? Then I will have done my 
utmost for my own personal salvation as well.34
　 There are two types of hope, transitory and permanent.  Humans need both types of hope. 
The fulfillment of transitory hope gives people the courage and motivation to look forward for a 
permanent hope.35  Pope Emeritus Benedict XVI notes,
　 Day by day, man experiences many greater or lesser hopes, different in kind according to the different 
32 SS no. 39.
33 Emery De Gaal, The Theology of Pope Benedict XVI: The Christocentric Shift (New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2010), 9―
57.
34 SS no. 48.
35 Clemens Sedmark, The Capacity to be Displaced: Resilience, Mission & Inner Strength (Leiden: Koninklijke Brill, 2017), 
205―228.
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periods of his life.  Sometimes one of these hopes may appear to be totally satisfying without any need for 
other hopes.  Young people can have the hope of a great and fully satisfying love; the hope of a certain 
position in their profession, or of some success that will prove decisive for the rest of their lives.  When 
these hopes are fulfilled, however, it becomes clear that they were not, in reality, the whole.  It becomes 
evident that man has need of a hope that goes further.  It becomes clear that only something infinite will 
suffice for him, something that will always be more than he can ever attain.36
　 Even though the contemporary people face many problems in their day-to-day lives, they 
need to accept suffering as part of their lives and they need to work hard to alleviate pain and 
suffering, where it is possible.  They need to have both transitory and permanent hope in order 
to live their existential lives with joy.  
Conclusion
　 The modern world faces many problems.  People are loosing hope.  Pope Emeritus Benedict 
XVI notes in his Encyclical Spe Salvi about the need to have hope, which is both realistic and 
eschatological.  To hope does not mean to dream of a utopian world.  Life will continue to have 
its own difficulties and sufferings.  People need to accept the realities of life, but not loose hope. 
They need to know the meaning of true hope, which is in God alone.  God alone can give us the 
lasting hope because He is the source of all true love, joy and hope. 
36 SS no. 30.
